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Abstract—A fighter aircraft flying a mission is often exposed to
ground-based threats such as surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites.
The fighter pilot needs to take actions to minimize the risk of
being shot down, but at the same time be able to accomplish the
mission. In this paper we propose a survivability model, which
describes the probability that the aircraft will be able to fly
a given route without being hit by incoming missiles. Input to
this model can consist of sensor measurements collected during
flight as well as intelligence data gathered before the mission.
This input is by nature uncertain and we therefore investigate
the influence of uncertainty in the input to the model. Finally
we propose a number of decision support functions that can be
developed based on the suggested model such as countermeasure
management, mission planning and sensor management.
Keywords: Survivability, fighter aircraft, decision support, threat
model.

I. INTRODUCTION

When flying a mission, a fighter pilot needs to process
a lot of information in order to achieve situation awareness
and make correct decisions. During a mission, the pilot is
often exposed to ground-based threats, such as anti-aircraft
artillery (AAA) and surface-to-air missiles (SAM). However,
it is not always possible to take the least risky route, since it
might then be difficult to accomplish the mission. Furthermore,
the pilot needs to concentrate on flying the aircraft safely,
for instance monitoring the fuel level and avoiding terrain
collisions. Schulte [1] has described this in his goal model,
where the pilot has three concurrent and sometimes conflicting
objectives: flight safety, combat survival and mission accom-
plishment, see Figure 1. It has been argued that a situational
adapting system could aid the pilot in assessing the situation
and balance the three objectives in the goal model [2]. Such
a support system can utilize information fusion techniques to
process data from sensors, data bases and intelligence sources
and present a coherent situational picture to the pilot. However,
it is not only important to assess the current situation, but also
project this situation into the future, in order to find potential
dangerous situations and actions to mitigate these threats. This
corresponds to the Level 3 “impact assessment” of the JDL-
model [3], which aims at projecting the current situation into
the future. This includes inferring the intents and opportunities
of the objects in the surroundings and assessing their impact
on the own mission goal.

This paper focuses on the combat survival objective in

Figure 1. According to Schulte’s goal model [1], the pilot has three different
objectives when performing a flight mission: flight safety, combat survival and
mission accomplishment. Figure adapted from [2].

Schulte’s goal model. We propose a novel model for calcu-
lating the survivability of a given route, i.e. the probability
that the pilot can fly the route without being hit by incoming
missiles. This survivability model can be used as the founda-
tion for a decision support that aids the fighter pilot before,
during and after his mission.

A. Motivation

In the 1980’s the US Pilot Associate (PA) program was
launched, with the aim of developing a decision support
system that could aid the fighter pilot with all aspects of the
mission during flight [4]. However, the technology at the time
was not able to run the system in real-time, meaning that the
evaluation of the system had to be run at a slower rate. The
fighter pilots participating in the evaluation of the system were
nevertheless positive to the system. Similar programs during
the 1980s and 1990s were the French CoPilote Electronique,
the British COGPIT for fighter aircraft and the German CAMA
for military transportation aircraft [5]. These programs were
all based on rule-based systems and aimed at supporting the
pilot in all phases of the mission. In the Dutch POWER
program [6], a number of approaches were tested for different
decision support functions such as a Bayesian Belief Network
for profile recognition, a predictor of the opponent aircraft’s
maneuvering based on case based reasoning and a rule-based
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system that suggested which countermeasures, such as chaffs,
flares and radar jamming, that should be used against the
present threats.

The programs mentioned above aimed at developing de-
cision support systems that aided the pilot to handle all
objectives in Schulte’s goal model in Figure 1. In this paper,
the focus is to support the pilot while handling the combat
survival. One interesting part of this objective is to assess
the danger posed by the threats in the surroundings. More
specifically, we are interested in the risk that an enemy missile
hits the aircraft. This risk depends not only on the threats
themselves, but also on the actions of the fighter pilot, e.g.,
which route he is flying the aircraft. Consider a route that for
each time instance describes the three-dimensional position of
the aircraft. We want to calculate the survivability of this route,
i.e. the probability that the pilot can fly the route without being
hit by incoming missiles. If the pilot considers this risk too
large, he can select a less dangerous route or take other actions
to decrease this risk such as using countermeasures. This will
be discussed more in Section IV.

If a missile is launched against the aircraft the pilot will
perform avoidance maneuvers and take other actions, which
will increase his chances of surviving. The model presented in
this paper does not take these actions into account, since the
current version is aimed at decision making at a tactical level,
hence before the pilot needs to perform evasive maneuvers.
However, we argue that the proposed model can be extended
to support also decision making of this nature. Inspiration for
such extensions can for instance be found in [7], [8], where
optimal evasive maneuvers and use of countermeasures are
studied.

The problem of evaluating the risk over a route has been
studied for instance by Randleff [9] who investigated a deci-
sion support that aided a fighter pilot to handle ground-based
threats by suggesting appropriate countermeasures that should
decrease the risk. The problem has also been addressed in
the UAV literature, where it is desirable to plan a route for
a UAV that minimizes the risk, see for instance [10]–[12].
One approach to calculate the risk associated with a route
could be to calculate the momentary risk for a number of
time steps and sum over the total route (or integrate if one
works with continuous time). However, it might be difficult to
interpret what this summed risk would mean. Since it is not
limited to 1, but can take any positive value, it should not be
interpreted as a probability. Randleff [9] and Ruz et al. [10]
handle this problem by normalizing the sum with the time of
the route. However, this approach makes it difficult to compare
two routes of different lengths. Consider two different routes
in which the aircraft flies within a dangerous area for equally
long time, but outside the dangerous area, one of the routes is
shorter than the other route. If these two routes are normalized
with respect to the length of the route, the shorter route would
be considered more dangerous than the other, even though the
time within the dangerous area is the same. For this reason,
we argue that this form of normalization is not suitable.

Instead of summing the risk over the route, we suggest that

the survival of the aircraft should be modeled as a stochastic
process and a survival function should be utilized to describe
the survivability. In this approach, the survivability will be
bounded between 0 and 1, without the need for normalization.
It is thus possible to interpret the survivability as a probability
and it is also possible to compare routes of different lengths.
Furthermore, our model captures the time dependency of the
survivability. Note that the probability that the aircraft will be
hit at some time instance t is conditioned on that it has not
already been hit at an earlier time instance. This dependency
can be captured by the survival function, but not in the
approach where the risk is summed.

The remaining sections of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes our proposed survivability model and
discusses how threats are modeled within this model. Section
III investigates how uncertainty in input will influence the
survivability calculations. In Section IV we discuss how this
model can be used as a foundation for a decision support
for fighter pilots. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and
presents suggestions of future work.

II. SURVIVABILITY MODEL

This section presents the survivability model, which is a
stochastic model based on stochastic processes and survival
analysis, further described in for instance [13], [14]. It is in-
spired by work within maintenance engineering, where similar
models are used for calculating the remaining life time of a
component [15].

Consider the stochastic process {X(t), t ≥ 0} with two
states, that starts in state 0 and at some instance of time, Thit,
changes to state 1. We use this stochastic process to model
the survival of the aircraft, where 0 represents that the aircraft
has not been hit and 1 represents that the aircraft has been hit.
The function R(t) = Pr(Thit > t) is known as the survival
function and describes the probability that the aircraft has not
been hit up to time t. Thus for every time instance of the route,
we can calculate the probability that the aircraft reaches the
point without being hit. The survival function can be expressed
as:

R(t) = Pr(Thit > t) = exp(−
∫ t

0

λ(u)du) (1)

λ(t) is known as the intensity or hit rate 1. Furthermore

λ(t) = lim
∆t→0

Pr(Thit < t+ ∆t|Thit > t)

∆t
(2)

Thus λ(t) can be interpreted as the rate of the conditional
probability that the aircraft will be hit during the small time
interval ∆t, given that it has not already been hit.

In the case where λ(t) is constant, i.e. λ(t) = λ, the
stochastic process describing the survival {X(t), t ≥ 0} is
a Poisson process with intensity λ, Thit has an exponential
distribution and R(t) = e−λt.

1In maintenance engineering the survival function is called reliability
function and describes the probability that no failure has occurred to a
component at time t. Furthermore λ is called failure rate or the hazard function
cf. [15].
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A. Threat Model

The survival model requires that λ(t) can be described for
all time instances on the route. In order to do this, we need
to model the threats that are positioned along the route and
connect them with λ(t). We propose a simple model, where a
threat is described with a stationary position and a threat area.
Furthermore we consider the intensity λ as constant within this
area, and zero outside. The survivability can then be expressed
as:

R(t) = exp(

N(t)∑
k=1

λktk(t)) =

N(t)∏
k=1

eλktk(t) (3)

where k = 1 . . . N(t) is the threat areas that the route has
intersected at time t, λk is the λ for threat k and tk(t) is the
length of the intersection between the threat area of threat k
and the route flown up to time t. Needless to say, this is a
naive simplification, but it here serves our purpose to present
the survivability model. More sophisticated threat descriptions
will be discussed in Section II-B.

Figure 2 illustrates this threat model with a scenario where
three threats are shown together with the route that the pilot
intends to fly. The numbers between the waypoints show the
survivability, i.e. the probability that the pilot can fly to the
point without the aircraft being hit. For simplicity we have
used two-dimensional circular threat areas, but equation 3 can
be applied for any kind of threat area as long as the intersection
between the route and the area can be calculated.

Figure 2. The figure shows three threats (red circles) with different intensity
λ and a route (black) which the pilot intends to fly. For each waypoint, the
survivability has been calculated, i.e. the probability that the aircraft will not
be hit before it reaches the point.

Figure 3 shows how the survivability changes over time dur-
ing the route depicted in Figure 2. The survivability decreases
exponentially when the aircraft flies within the threat area and
remains constant when the aircraft flies outside. This means
that the survivability decreases fast in the beginning when the
aircraft flies within the threat area in contrast to the approaches
with the normalized risk discussed in Section I-A, where the
survivability decreases at a constant rate. Furthermore will the
survivability be bounded between 1 and 0 for all times, t ≥ 0,
meaning that it can be interpreted as a probability.

Figure 3. The survivability as a function of time for the route illustrated in
Figure 2. Note that the survivability decreases exponentially when the aircraft
is within the dangerous area of a threat.

B. Intensity, λ

The intensity λ depends on the weapon system and guidance
system of the threat. In our threat model in Section II-A we
used a constant λ, but λ can be described as a function that
depends on for instance the aircraft’s position and velocity.
λ should preferably be defined by domain experts based on
intelligence information regarding the expected threats in the
area. However, in order to determine this value it can be
helpful to examine it a bit closer. Remember that λ describes
the rate of the momentary conditional probability that the
aircraft will be hit, given that it is not already shot down,
see equation 2.

In the literature concerning route planning for UAVs in
hostile environments, a number of models have been proposed
for describing the risk at each position, which can be used
to guide the description of λ. Hall [11] and Winstrand [12]
both describe the risk for the UAV at a specific position as
pk = pfirephit, where pfire is the probability that the threat
fires a missile against the UAV and phit is the probability
that a launched missile hits the UAV. Another inspiration for
determining λ may come from Ball [16] who discusses design
of combat aircraft. He uses the term “susceptibility” PH ,
which is the probability that an aircraft is hit by a damage-
causing mechanism and further describes it as

PH = PA · PDIT · PLDG (4)

where PA is the probability that the threat is active, PDIT is
the probability that the threat detects, identifies and tracks the
aircraft and finally PLDG is the probability that the threat hits
the aircraft.

Inspired by these references we suggest that λ could be
described as

λ = ptrack · ρfire|track · phit|fire (5)

where:
• ptrack is the probability that the threat detects and tracks

the aircraft with sufficiently good quality to guide the
weapon, corresponding to PDIT above. For a SAM
system, the guidance of the weapon is typically a radar
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system and hence this probability describes the radar’s
capabilities.

• phit|fire describes characteristics of the threat’s weapon
system and the probability that a missile hits the aircraft,
given that it has been launched. This corresponds to
PLDG and phit above.

• ρfire|track describes the threat’s rate of fire. This param-
eter is difficult to estimate since the decision to launch a
missile is typically taken by a human commander on the
ground. Many factors influence this decision for instance
the commander’s assessment of how important it is to hit
the aircraft (i.e. how dangerous the aircraft is assessed
from the hostile ground commander’s point of view).

The range of the radar is usually larger than the weapon’s
range and one radar system may guide multiple weapon
systems. This implies that instead of describing a threat area
with a constant λ, it might be more suitable to describe several
areas with different λ or use a λ that depends on the distance
between the threat and the aircraft and also depends on the
aircraft’s velocity. The type of radar system could also affect
the description of λ. A guidance radar is more likely to guide
a missile than a search radar and could therefore be assigned
a larger λ. Furthermore, the political climate might affect the
ground commander’s decision to launch a missile. In case of
war, the commander might fire against every aircraft in the
air. In other situations the airspace might be mixed with both
civil and military aircraft and high quality data for identifying
the aircraft is required before firing a missile. An alternative
way to estimate λ is to utilize the fact that the expected value
of Thit equals 1/λ in the case of constant λ. It might in that
case be easier to estimate the mean-time-before-hit and define
λ as one diveded by this value.

Threats are often described based on the three parameters
capability, opportunity and intent [17], [18]. In our threat
model, the threat has opportunity to hit the aircraft when the
aircraft flies within the threat area. Capability is described by
ptrack, phit|fire and the size and shape of the threat area.
According to Nguyen [19], intent is the parameter that is
most difficult to estimate. In our model, intent corresponds to
ρfire|track and as indicated above it depends on many factors,
which may be difficult to estimate. A worst case estimate
would be to set ρfire|track =∞, which would model that the
aircraft will be hit immediately when it enters the threat area,
i.e. the area should not be intersected at any circumstances.

As mentioned in Section I the current version of the model
is not intended for decision support to avoid incoming missiles
and therefore does not consider the pilot’s evasive maneuvers.
However, [2] argues that the pilot’s capability to counter a
threat should be taken into account when evaluating threats.
The pilot’s capability to avoid an incoming missile depends
for instance on the speed of the aircraft, which affects its
maneuverability and the amount of countermeasures, which
can be used to mislead a missile. The aircraft’s ability to evade
a missile can be captured in phit|fire, inspired for instance by
the work in [7], [8].

III. INPUT UNCERTAINTY

The survivability model is a stochastic model, meaning that
we can not know for certain whether a route is safe or not; we
can only describe the probability that the aircraft will be able to
fly the route without being hit. Uncertainty can be categorized
into aleatory/irreducible uncertainty and epistemic/reducible
uncertainty [20]. The uncertainty in the model is aleatory or
irreducible uncertainty, since it is not possible to reduce the
uncertainty unless another model is used.

Unfortunately, the calculations of the survivability will in
practice also be uncertain due to the uncertainty in the input
data, which will consist of intelligence data and sensor data.
The intelligence data typically describes which types of threats
that can be expected in the area and information about them,
such as type of weapon, fire range, and hit rate, which is
used to describe λ. There might also be intelligence reports
indicating the location of known threats. The sensors on the
aircraft can provide data about the position of the threat
and also give an estimate of the type of threat. The sensor
data is uncertain due to sensor noise and limited detection
distance. The intelligence information is also uncertain since
information about weapon capacity is typically held secret by
the enemy and must be estimated by military experts. This
uncertainty is epistemic since it is possible to reduce it if more
information is received. In this section, we study the influence
of this epistemic uncertainty in input a bit further.

A. Simulations with Position Uncertainty

To investigate the influence of uncertainty in position data,
we have performed Monte Carlo simulations. Since the focus
is on input uncertainties, we have used the simple threat model
with constant λ. Consider the scenario in Figure 4, where the
route intersects with the threat area and the survivability is
61% at the black point behind the threat. This scenario will
be used for investigating the influence of uncertainty in threat
position on the survivability calculations.

Figure 4. The figure shows the basic simulation scenario that will be
used to investigate the influence of position uncertainty on the survivability
calculations. The aircraft flies along the route and passes through the threat
area. The survivability at the black point is 61% in this scenario.
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Figure 5 shows a scaled histogram of the results from three
Monte Carlo simulations where the threat position has been
drawn from two-dimensional normal distributions with the
expected value as the position in the scenario in Figure 4 and
different standard deviations. 10000 simulations have been run
for each case. The scaled histogram can be interpreted as an

Figure 5. Histogram of the results from Monte Carlo simulations of
the survivability with the position drawn from a two-dimensional normal
distribution with expected value as the position in the basic scenario in Figure
4 and standard deviation 1 km (top), 5 km (middle) and 10 km (bottom). The
histogram has been scaled so that 1 on the y-axis represent 100 simulations.
The mean survivability and the proportion of simulations resulting in high
survivability (survivability > 95 %) and low survivability (survivability < 50
%) are also displayed.

estimate of the probability densitity distribution of the surviv-
ability. In the top plot, the expected value of the survivability
(here denoted as mean) is 61%, which is the same as in the
scenario in Figure 4. However, in the middle and the bottom
plot where the position uncertainty is larger, the expected value
of the survivability is increased. It can also be noted that there
is a peak in the histogram for simulations with survivability
100%. This is due to the fact that in some simulations, the
threat is positioned so that there is no intersection between the
aircraft route and the threat area. This peak at 100% means
that the density distribution is not unimodal as in the top
case, but multimodal. It might therefore not be appropriate
to use the expected value as a value of how good the route is,
since this value is quite unlikely. As a complement, we have
also calculated the probability for low survivability (defined
as survivability < 50 %) and high survivability (defined as
survivability > 95%) respectively.

B. Simulations with Uncertain Type

The type of threat can be estimated from intelligence data
and possibly also from sensor data and this estimate can be
more or less uncertain. Consider once again the scenario in
Figure 4, but with three different possible types of threats
denoted A, B and C, with λ and radius of the threat area as
specified in Table I.

For type A, the intersection between the route and the
threat area is small, resulting in a survivability of 90%. Type
C gives a large intersection, but has a low λ meaning that

Table I
THREE DIFFERENT TYPES OF THREATS THAT ARE POSSIBLE IN THE

SCENARIO IN FIGURE 4.

Type λ Radius Intersection Survivability
A 0.1/min 41 km 62 s 90%
B 0.25/min 50 km 237 s 37%
C 0.01/min 55 km 300 s 95%

the survivability is 95 % in this case. Type B on the other
hand represents a dangerous case, since the survivability is
only 37%. Figure 6 shows the histogram from Monte Carlo
simulations for these three types with position simulated as a
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with standard deviation
5 km. The position uncertainty has a large influence on the

Figure 6. Monte Carlo simulations of the survivability for the three different
types of threat specified in Table I. The position uncertainty has been simulated
with a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 5 km.

survivability for the types A and B, since two different threat
positions may correspond to a large difference in intersection.
The threat of type C on the other hand, has a large threat
area and a large intersection, which means that uncertainties
in position do not influence the survivability equally much.

Figure 7 shows the simulation results for three cases,
where the probability for the type of threat differs and the
position uncertainty is simulated as in Figure 6. If there is
no information about the threat type, we might consider them
all equally probable, as is the case in the top subplot. The
expected value of the survivability in this case is 75%, but the
distribution is wide and the uncertainty in this value is large.
In the middle case there is a high probability that the threat is
of type C which corresponds to a high survivability and hence
the survivability is high in this case. In the bottom case, the
probability for type B is high and the expected value is 51%.
A cautious statement in this case would be to estimate the
survivability as low.

IV. DECISION SUPPORT

Our purpose with the survivability model is to form a
foundation for a decision support system for fighter pilots.
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Figure 7. Monte Carlo simulations of the survivability with different
probabilities for the different threat types A, B and C, specified in Table
I. The position uncertainty is simulated the same way as in Figure 6.

The survivability gives the pilot an indication of the danger
connected to the proposed route and the pilot can take actions
in order to decrease this danger. However, as illustrated in
Figure 1, the fighter pilot has three objectives when flying
a mission: flight safety, mission accomplishment and combat
survival. This means that the pilot may accept some level
of risk in order to accomplish the mission. It is important
that the presentation of the survivability does not disturb
the fighter pilot in situations when this is not necessary.
Further investigations are needed to decide when and how the
survivability should be displayed for aiding the fighter pilot
and for designing an appropriate user interface.

An important issue when it comes to presenting the surviv-
ability is how to deal with the uncertainty that is associated
with the calculations. One approach would be to present the
expected value of the survivability. However, the simulations
in Section III showed that the distribution of the survivability is
often multimodal, which means that expected value might not
be suitable to display to the pilot. In Section III we calculated
the probability for the high survivability (survivability > 95%)
and low survivability (survivability < 50%) respectively. This
might be an alternative way to present the result.

Instead of only presenting the information from the surviv-
ability calculations, a decision support system could also give
warnings and present decision suggestions for the fighter pilot.
The remainder of this section discusses a few decision support
services that could be developed from the survivability model.

A. Mission Planning and Re-planning

Before a mission, the fighter pilot plans which route to
fly. The route should enable the mission to be accomplished,
which can include arriving at a waypoint at a specific time
or approaching a target from a suitable direction. It is also
important to consider the available resources such as fuel and
weapons as well as finding a route with an acceptable risk. In a

planning system the pilot could test several routes and let the
system calculate their survivability. Another approach could
be to let the system perform the route planning automatically.
Route planning algorithms have extensively been investigated
within the literature of unmanned aerial vehicles, see for
instance [10]–[12]. The advantages of using our proposed
model in the route planning is that instead of only finding the
least risky route, it is possible to also estimate the survivability
of this route.

It is not likely that the positions of all threats in the area
are known before a mission. Instead the fighter pilot needs
to constantly assess the situation in order to find new threats
that he was not aware of. When a new threat is detected,
the decision support system could aid the pilot to evaluate
this threat by calculating its impact on the survivability. If
the threat significantly decreases the survivability, the system
could generate a warning and suggest an alternative route with
higher survivability.

The description of λ in Equation 5 shows that λ depends
on the ability of the threat’s radar to detect the aircraft.
This depends among other things on the aircraft’s radar cross
section (RCS), which varies with the angle between the aircraft
and the radar. Norsell [21] investigated how to calculate a path
for the aircraft that minimizes the radar cross section against
a threat radar system. Even though little evidence is available
that such approaches actually are viable, it should be noted that
the model suggested here could incorporate this by extending
the model of λ to consider the RCS in accordance with this
reference.

B. Countermeasures

The fighter pilot can use countermeasures such as chaffs,
flares and radar jamming to divert the threat’s radar system or
the weapon guidance system so that the threat is not able to
launch a missile against the aircraft. In the POWER program,
a prototype of a system that aided the fighter pilots by
automatically or semi-automatically release countermeasures
against ground-based threats was tested in simulations and test
flights with pilots cf. [6], [22]. The result showed that after
testing the system the test pilots had confidence in the system
and reported that they would use it.

Randleff [9] suggests a model of the threats’ ability to detect
and hit the aircraft, which takes the impact of the pilot’s use
of countermeasures into account. Incorporating this into the
survivability calculations could form a base for advising the
pilot when to use countermeasures. If the survivability for a
route is low, but the pilot must approach the threat in order to
accomplish the mission, the system could suggest when and
which countermeasures that should be applied or automatically
release the countermeasures.

Since chaffs and flares are disposable countermeasures,
releasing resources in the beginning of the mission means that
there will be fewer resources left for handling other threats
later in the mission. A decision support system could therefore
be used for planning when the resources should be used. If
more countermeasures have been used than was planned for,
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this will decrease the pilot’s ability to handle future threats,
which the pilot should be made aware of.

C. Sensor Management

The goal of sensor management is to co-ordinate the sensor
usage. It has long been recognized that sensor management
systems are important for reducing the sensor operator’s
workload [23]. Bier et al. [24] argued that automatic sensor
management can enhance the pilot’s situation awareness and
at the same time reduce redundant usage of sensors. When
the survivability is uncertain it would be desirable to acquire
more information from the sensors.

Consider Figure 8 where two possible cases are depicted
corresponding to the scenario described in Figure 4 and Table
I.

Figure 8. Monte Carlo simulations of the survivability with different
probabilities for the different types A, B and C, specified in Table I. In
the top situation, the survivability is uncertain since the type information is
uncertain. In the bottom case, the type information is still uncertain, but since
the two most likely types correspond to approximately the same survivability,
the survivability in this case can be considered as certain and more information
will not have significant influence on the survivability.

In the situation at the top, the information about the type
of threat is uncertain and hence the survivability is uncertain.
In the lower case on the other hand, the type is still uncertain
but the probability that it is either type A or C is high. These
two types both correspond to high survivability and it can
therefore be concluded that the probability for high surviv-
ability is high. In this situation, gaining more information
about the actual type will not have a great influence on the
survivability measure. Thus, by utilizing the distribution for
the survivability, the system can determine if more information
would be desirable, and request this information from a sensor
management function.

In many cases there is a trade-off between using the
sensors for gaining more information and the desire to remain
undetected by the enemies. Some sensors, for instance active
radars, emit energy which can be detected by the enemy. Thus
using an active radar may reveal the position and/or intention
of the own aircraft. In such cases, gathering more information
may be inappropriate.

D. Information Sharing within a Team

Fighter pilots usually operate together within a team, which
enables them to share information among each other. Virtanen
et al. [25] suggested an algorithm for sharing radar track in-
formation about opponent aircraft based on how much danger
they pose to members within the team. The prioritization was
based on a value function including the relative combat states
between the member and the opponent. With inspiration from
this work, we suggest that the information sent over the data
link should be prioritized both regarding how dangerous a
threat is but also based on how uncertain the survivability
calculations are. The danger that a threat poses to the aircraft
can be expressed as the threat’s influence on the survivability
of the aircraft.

E. Training and Mission Evaluation

During training conditions within a simulator, the surviv-
ability calculations could be presented in detail. This could
be used for the pilot to practice different ways of flying and
perceiving its impact on the survivability. Also after flying a
mission, the simulator could also be used for evaluating the
mission, showing in which situations the survivability was low.
This knowledge can be used when planning future missions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we suggest a survivability model for a fighter
aircraft flying a mission where the aircraft is exposed to
ground-based threats such as surface to air missile (SAM) sites
and anti-aircraft artillery (AAA). We calculate the survivability
for a given route, i.e. the probability that the aircraft can fly the
route without being hit by enemy missiles. The survivability
model has the advantages that it takes the time dependencies
of the risk into account and calculates the survivability without
normalization. It is also easy to incorporate different descrip-
tions of threats into the model and the paper discusses how the
characteristics of the threat’s guidance- and weapon system as
well as its intent can be described in the model. Furthermore
we investigate the influence of uncertainties in input to this
model, both uncertainty regarding the threat’s position and
uncertainty in the estimate of the type of the threat. Finally we
discuss how this model can form the foundation of a decision
support system for a fighter pilot during flight, in the planning
phase and in training situations.

The threat model in this paper is intentionally simple, since
the aim is to investigate the feasibility of using survival anal-
ysis to study the survivability of a fighter aircraft. However,
the design of a decision support might require a model that is
a bit more realistic. The need for realism is highly dependent
on the purpose of the model, i.e. the decision support function
that it should be developed for. One important factor when
selecting the complexity of the model is the uncertainty in
input information. In some situations, a simple model might
be preferable since it could be more robust to uncertainty in
input. In a training simulator on the other hand, the uncertainty
in input is small and more realistic models can be used.
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A. Future Work

This paper presents a number of decision support functional-
ities that can be developed based on the proposed survivability
model. In order to evaluate their usability, a study with fighter
pilots could be conducted to assess the end-users’ opinions of
the functionality. A prototype with one or a few of the decision
support services suggested in the paper can be designed and
tested with the fighter pilots. This will both evaluate the
usability of the functionality as well as the need for further
realism in the model.

Finally we think that an interesting extension of the model
would be to study moving threats either on ground or in the
air. Such extension would require a more dynamic description
of the threats, since the threats’ position, opportunities and
capabilities will change dynamically as the situation evolves.
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